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Crazy ex girlfriend soundtrack season 3

in: Articles, Songs, Real World, and May 2 Edit Comments Share Items Songs Real World Official Merchandise Albums content community is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Edit ReleaseNew Submission1Where's Rebecca Bunch?2Let's Generalize About Men3You Do/You Don't
Want To Be Crazy4I've Got My Head In The Clouds5Strip Away My Consistency6The Zumzet from Bathroom7After Everything You Made Me Do (Which You Didn't Ask)8Number Is M9I Go To The Zoo (Clean)10I Go to The Zoo (Explicit)11Scary Scary Sexy Lady12Maybe she is not such a heinous After
All13I Feel like this is not about Me14A Diagnosis15This Is My Movement16First Penis I Saw17My Friend's Dad18My Sperm Is Healthy (Clean)19Mymemya Sperm Is Healthy (explicit) 20Get ass from my house21Without Love You can save World22Fit Hot Guys have problems Too23He's New
Guy24Horny Angry Tango25This Session will be different (Clean)26This Session IsIng To Be Different (Explicit)2 7Face Your Fears (Reprise)28Buttload of Cats (Clean)29F **kton of Cats (explicit) 30I'm Just A Boy In Love31Back In Action32The Birth33Nothing is Ever Anyone's Fault34End of The Movie
(Adam Schlesinger Demo)35The Moment Is Me ( Earnest Version Sung By Our Writers Assistant)36Spiral (Alternate Theme Song Demo)37Settle For Her (Orchestral Version)38Horny Angry Tango (A Capella Demo)Tracks 34 to 38 are bonus tracks. A Diagnosis (feat. Rachel Bloom) - Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
Cast, Rachel BloomThis Session will be different - Crazy Ex-Girlfriend CastThis Session to be Different – Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Cast Rebecca, Abandoned at the Altar by Her Obsession, Josh,... moreRebecca, unhappy with Paula's ideas to build a case... moreAfter encountering a major setback in her plan
to get even... moreRebecca takes her quest for revenge to the next level as her... moreRebecca goes to Westchester's house where she approaches... moreIt's Not You, It's Me! - Rebecca's trying to deal with... moreRebecca continues her path to wellness while Paula comes to... moreRebecca wonders if
history repeats itself as Darryl... moreRebecca discovers the powers and limitations of altruism as... moreRebecca discovers the powers and limitations of altruism as... moreRebecca sails major changes in her professional life and... moreRebecca faces some fears in therapy while Paula brings a new...
moreJust Rebecca tries to be more realistic and practical,... moreCrethen Rebecca decides to reconcile for her past, she finds... more Crazy Ex-GirlfriendSeason 3Promotional posterStarring Rachel Bloom Vincent Rodriguez III Donna Lynne Champlin Pete Gardner Vell Gabrielle Ruiz David Hull Scott
Michael Foster Country of OriginUnited StatesNo. of episodes13ReleaseOriginal recipeThe CWOriginal releaseOctober 13, 2017 (2017-10-13) –February 16, 2018 (2018-02-16)Season Timeline← PreviousSeason 2Next →Season 4List of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend episodes third season of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
Ex-Girlfriend 13 October 2017 and lasted 13 episodes until 16 February 2018. The season stars Rachel Bloom as Rebecca Bunch, a twisted young woman who has to deal with the fall of being left at the altar. Vincent Rodriguez III, Donna Lynne Champlin, Pete Gardner, Vella Lovell, Gabrielle Ruiz, David
Hull and Scott Michael Foster. Cast See also: List of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Main characters Rachel Bloom as Rebecca Bunch Vincent Rodriguez III as Josh Chan [a] Donna Lynne Champlin as Paula Proctor Pete Gardner as Darryl Whitefeather Vell as Heather Davis Gabrielle Ruiz as Valencia Perez David
Hull as Josh White Josh Wilson Scott Michael Foster as Nathaniel Plimpton III recurring Gina Gallego as Lady. Hernandez Erick Lopez as Hector Esther Povitsky as Maya Michael McMillian as Tim Steve Monroe as Scott Proctor Burl Moseley as Jim Danny Jolles as George Jacob Guenther as Chris
Johnny Ray Meeks as Kevin Amy Hill as Lourdes Chan Steele Stebbins as Tommy Proctor Zayne Emory as Brendan Proctor Jay Hayden as Dr. Daniel Shin Michael Hyatt as Dr. Noelle Akopian Michael Hitchcock as Bert Lyndon Smith as Mona Paul Welsh as Trent Maddock Guest Piter Marek as Dr.
Davit Akopian Ava Acres as the young Rebecca Rory O'Malley as Jarl Alberto Ismac as Joseph Chan Eugene Cordero as Joseph Chan Eugene Cordero. Alex Robin Thomas as Marco Serrano Josh Groban as Bayne Gibby as Cornelia Wigfield Tovah Feldshuh as Naomi Bunch Rachel Grate as Audra
Levine David Grant Wright as Nathaniel Plimpton II Susan Blakely as Gigi Plimpton Eddie Pepitone as Bob O'Brien Olivia Edward as Madison Whitefeather Benjamin Siemon as Brody Hunter Stiebel as Marty Sofia Marie Gonzales as Ally's Dr. Phil as himself B. J. Novak as himself Parvesh Cheena as
Sunil Odhav Episodes See also : List of episodes of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Each song listed is performed by Rebecca, unless indicated. Also, Josh's name is dropped from the episode headlines after Josh is irrelevant. No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byOriginal air dateUS viewerus
(million)321Josh's Ex-Girlfriend Wants Revenge. Erin EhrlichRachel Bloom &amp; Aline Brosh McKennaOctober 13, 2017 (2017-10-13)0.62[1] The season resumes two weeks after the end of Season 2, with Josh leaving Rebecca at the altar, with her, Paula, Valencia and Heather trying to come up with a
plan to take him down. Rebecca decides to have a fake sex tape with a look-the-same josh, and hires an actor to play Josh and ruin his reputation. When Paula ends the plan, she sues others for emotional distress. In the meantime, He's trying to help White Josh take down his protein business. Songs:
Where's Rebecca Bunch? (cast singing); Let's Generalize About Men (sung by Rebecca, Paula, Valencia, &amp; Heather) 332To Josh, With Love. Kabir AkhtarRachel Specter &amp; Audrey WauchopeOctober 20, 2017 (2017-10-20)0.60[2] Rebecca schedules Nathaniel in her plan to take down Josh by
promising him sex in exchange for Josh's destruction, but he goes too far with to kill Josh's grandfather and almost deport his father. While Rebecca realizes that she didn't want to hurt Josh, but will confront him for what he did to her, she goes to church during the service and tells him everything she has
done to try to get them to get them together, destroying their chances at a trial. At Whitefeather &amp; Associates, Tim struggles with the fact that he can't give his wife an orgasm. Songs: I've Got My Head In The Clouds (sung by Josh); Undress my conscience; The hum in the bathroom (sung by Tim);
After everything you've made me do (that you didn't ask) 343 Josh is a liar. Stuart McDonaldMichael HitchcockOctober 27, 2017 (2017-10-27)0.56[3] Rebecca is fooling Paula into stopping the trial, saying she thinks the case is too weak to tell Josh about it. Heather's bound to graduate from college. Josh
gives up priestly school and tries to tell White Josh and Hector about Rebecca; however, they don't believe him as she presents an article about him to a news blog, exclaiming that he hates gay people and is racist, among others. Josh takes revenge using the file Trent gave him, and he and Father Brah
call Paula to tell him what's in the file. Rebecca realizes what is happening and tries to convince Nathaniel to take her to Rome; as she tries to leave, Paula, Heather and Valencia walk through the door and stop her from leaving. Songs: The Moment Is Me (sung by Heather); I Go To The Zoo (sung by
Nathaniel) 354Josh's Ex-Girlfriend Is Crazy. Joseph KahnRachel Bloom &amp; Aline Brosh McKennaNovember 3, 2017 (2017-11-03)0.65[4] Rebecca tries to get Nathaniel to ignore Paula and take her to Rome; however, Paula stops her and tells her that she is trying to help - Rebecca, feeling threatened,
pesteres everyone there and runs away. He goes to Josh's house and harasses him, before he goes to a bar, defeated. He rents a room at a youth home with a Danish roommate, Yarl, to whom he swears insecurity. The next day, he kidnaps Josh's mother and takes her to a theme park. Josh finds out
and goes to get his mom back. Paula asks Valencia and Heather if she's a bad mother, while Darryl tries to talk to White Josh if he wants a baby. Rebecca, defeated, goes to a bar and gets an ass-dial from Greg, and ends up sleeping with her father. Paula gets to Rebecca's mother. Songs: Scary Scary
Sexy Lady; The End of the Movie (sung by Josh Groban) 365 I Never Want to See Josh Again. Stuart McDonaldJack DolgenNovember 10, 2017 (2017-11-10)0.66[5] Rebecca goes home to see her mother as she feels there is nothing left for her in West Comen. Her mother learns that she is looking for
ways to commit suicide and slipping rebecca's anti-anxiety medication without her consent. Nathaniel goes to Rebecca's apartment and finds all her belongings being taken to a warehouse in Westchester, which he takes its advantage of instantly hiring a replacement, Cornelia (Bayne Gibby), and Jim and
Maya project their problems with Rebecca on her and harass her. Paula takes a family holiday to a resort, which is ruined when Nathaniel and Cornelia show up, shortly followed by the others. Rebecca learns that her mother drugged her and leaves to return to California. While she's on the plane, she
realizes she doesn't want to go back to Western Comen, and all her problems and thoughts build up, leading her to overdose on her mother's medication. Songs: Maybe it's not such an atrocious after all; I Feel Like This Isn't About Me (sung by Cornelia) 376 Josh is irrelevant. Max WinklerRachel Bloom,
Aline Brosh McKenna &amp; Ilana PeñaNovember 17, 2017 (2017-11-17)0.66[6] Rebecca, in hospital, begins her recovery from attempted suicide. Paula runs to see what she's doing, while Heather, Valencia and Hector wait in the waiting room. Valencia blogs Rebecca's recovery and starts to turn it
about it, which annoys Heather. Josh shows up to check if Rebecca's okay and she's fired by the others. Nathaniel tries to deal with what happened by seeing his family and tries to deal with his mother's own suicide attempt. Hospital psychiatrist diagnoses Rebecca with Borderline personality disorder;
Rebecca takes this to Dr. Akopian to challenge the diagnosis before she realizes it fits perfectly. Nathaniel turns around and gives Rebecca roses from his mother, while Darryl returns from a yurt with sunburn. He proclaims he could kill Josh for what he did to her, but Rebecca says it's not about Josh and
maybe never was; Josh hears this from the outside and leaves without wishing Rebecca well. Songs: A diagnosis; This Is My Movement (sung by Valencia) 387Getting over Jeff. Stuart McDonaldErin Ehrlich8 December 2017 (2017-12-08)0.63[7] Paula goes to Buffalo to help her father while her mother is
out of town; Rebecca is labeled and forms a bond with Paula's father. While shopping, Paula comes across her ex, Jeff Chanington, and the two catch up. Rebecca and Paula's father gets drunk, and Rebecca starts having sex with Nathaniel. Josh gets a job at Home Base and starts flirting with a client
until he gets a zit on his chin, evolving into a staph infection. Madison's pressing Darryl to break up with White Josh. Songs: The first penis I saw (sung by Paula); My Friend's Dad (sung by Rebecca &amp; Paula's Dad (Eddie Pepitone)) 398Nathaniel needs my help! Jude WengRachel Specter &amp;
Audrey WauchopeJanuary 5, 2018 (2018-01-05)0.69[8] Paula and Darryl begin searching for an egg donor. Paula believes she has found the perfect candidate and is sending her to release Darryl's eggs; however, she blackmails Paula into give him money. Rebecca's obsession turns from Josh to
Nathaniel, and she goes to her therapist Tips. Rebecca dives into Nathaniel's childhood and ties George together to help her find his father's affair - they follow Nathaniel's father into a house where they find him with a girl they suspect is Nathaniel Nathaniel's Rebecca goes to extreme lengths to get the
two to meet, when it turns out that the girl's mother is Nathaniel's father's secretary and he helps pay for her tuition. Darryl's fertilization fails, prompting Darryl to verify that his sperm is still capable of producing a child. Songs: My sperm is healthy (sung by Darryl); Get your ass out of my house (sung by
Lourdes) 409 Nathaniel gets the message! Kabir AkhtarElisabeth Kiernan AverickJanuary 12, 2018 (2018-01-12)0.66[9] Nathaniel and White Josh form an alliance at Home Base after they were both left by Rebecca and Darryl. The two try to exert their pain away, after they finish working out, they go to a
gay bar. They're angry at a group of girls at a bachelorette party, which proclaims that men with abs have no problems. Rebecca convinces Valencia to let her join her at her new clients' engagement party. Darryl's second attempt at fertilization fails, leaving him defeated because he won't have enough
money for another year to try again. Rebecca's offering to donate the egg to Darryl. Songs: Without Love You Can Save the World (singing cast); Fit Hot Guys Have Problems Too (sung by Nathaniel, White Josh, &amp; Josh) 4110Oh, Nathaniel, It's On! Jude WengSono PatelJanuary 26, 2018 (2018-01-
26)0.65[10] Rebecca is rejected by Nathaniel for getting her job back, which leads her to go find Darryl's ex-wife and get her shares in the law firm. She is successful and becomes a name partner at Whitefeather. Kevin enrolls Heather in a diversity training program, where he becomes home base
manager. Rebecca orders a blow on Nathaniel's new girlfriend. Heather offers to be Rebecca and Darryl's baby surrogate. Songs: He's The New Guy; Horny Angry Tango (sung by Rebecca &amp; Nathaniel) 4211Nathaniel and I Are Just Friends! Erin EhrlichRene GubeFebruary 2, 2018 (2018-02-
02)0.62[11] Rebecca and Nathaniel are constantly having sex behind Nathaniel's girlfriend's back. Paula learns that she is the office and asks Sunil to come and help her; however, she is the same with Sunil, which makes paula return with Tim, Maya and Jim. Heather realizes the limits of what she can do
now she's pregnant. Timeline jumps forward eight months; Heather is heavily pregnant, Valencia has a girlfriend, Rebecca and Nathaniel are still having their affair, and Josh White is volunteering again in Mexico. Paula realizes her actions and apologizes to Sunil for being cruel to him. Rebecca breaks
the affair with Nathaniel. Songs: This session will be different (sung by Dr. Akopian); Face your fears (reprise) 4312Trent?! Stuart McDonaldDan Gregor &amp; Doug MandFebruary 9, 2018 (2018-02-09)0.60[13] As soon as Rebecca starts to feel she's in control her life, Trent appears and threatens to
blackmail her into being his lover - again. Rebecca asks Paula for her help to find out what Trent is hiding. Paula refuses, so Rebecca lies to her and tells her that Trent has dirt on also. They found a closet full of pictures of Rebecca and some of her stuff. They open a hidden crate and are thrown with
green slime. Rebecca returns home and Trent tells him that she has failed the love test, and Rebecca yells at him that she will never love him, and he leaves her home. Meanwhile, Valencia and Beth are hosting a birthday party for a teenage girl with Josh as a DJ, which goes terribly wrong until Valencia
allows Josh to play recent music. Nathaniel asks Mona to move in with him after seeing Rebecca and Trent and thinks they're a couple. Songs: Buttload of cats; [12] I'm Just A Boy In Love (sung by Trent); Period of sex (Reprise III) (sung by Trent); Back In Action (sung by Rebecca &amp; Paula) 4413
Nathaniel is Irrelevant. Aline Brosh McKennaAline Brosh McKenna &amp; Michael HitchcockFebruary 16, 2018 (2018-02-16)0.60[14] Rebecca is haunted by visions of Trent, which she takes to her BPD support group, who realize that visions are a manifestation of her guilt. This causes Rebecca to tell
Josh, Paula and Nathaniel all the bad things she's done about them. Paula becomes visibly upset and tells Rebecca that they're made forever. She sees Trent again in an elevator; however, it turns out to be him, and he threatens Rebecca. Meanwhile, Heather goes into labor, and Darryl goes to her. She
sees that she misses White Josh and invites him to the hospital to get back together with Darryl. The two agree to be friends. Trent sneaks into Nathaniel and Mona's new home party and sends Rebecca several stories on Instagram threatening to kill Nathaniel. Rebecca rushes to the party and pushes
Trent off the roof, which puts him in a complete body distribution. Rebecca is arrested and charged with attempted second-degree murder. Nathaniel appears as her lawyer and tells her to plead mad. She takes her advice on board, but as soon as she sees Paula, she changes her mind and decides to
face the consequences of her actions and pleads guilty. Songs: Miracle of Birth (sung by Paula); The Production of Nothing Is Ever Anyone's Fault (sung by Rebecca &amp; Nathaniel) The series was renewed for the third season on January 8, 2017. [15] On April 5, 2017, it was announced that David Hull
and Scott Michael Foster, who play White Josh and Nathaniel, had been promoted to series for season three. [16] Music each week, after an episode of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend aired, the soundtrack to that episode was released the next day. [17] The soundtrack to the season was released on July 20, 2018. It
includes all songs from season three, sans End of the movie, because of legal problems with Josh Groban's recording offers. [18] However, it adds a complete demo of the same song from Adam Schlesinger, three additional demos, including a Serious The Moment is Played by writing team member
Ilana Peña and an unused title sequence, and the song Settle For Her with Scott Michael Foster. [19] Receive Critical Response Third Season of Crazy Crazy received critical reviews from critics. On Rotten Tomatoes, it was certified fresh with a score of 95% and an average rating of 9.0/10, based on 22



comments. The critical consensus of the site states: Crazy Ex-Girlfriend's Brave Third Season doubles on crazy, with a compassionate, compelling exploration of mental illness that is as honest as it is hilarious. [20] Viewership Ratings and Episode Ratings from Crazy Ex-Girlfriend No. Title Air Data
Rating/share (18-49) Viewerers (millions) 1 Josh's Ex-Girlfriend Wants Revenge. October 13, 2017 0.2/1 0.62[1] 2 For Josh, with love. October 20, 2017 0.2/1 0.60[2] 3 Josh is a liar. October 27, 2017 0.2/1 0.56[3] 4 Josh's girlfriend is crazy. November 3, 2017 0.2/1 0.65[4] 5 I Never Want to See Josh
Again. November 10, 2017 0.2/1 0.66[5] 6 Josh is irrelevant. November 17, 2017 0.2/1 0.66[6] 7 Getting Over Jeff. December 8, 2017 0.2/1 0.63[7] 8 Nathaniel needs my help! January 5, 2018 0.2/1 0.69[8] 9 Nathaniel gets the message! January 12, 2018 0.2/1 0.66[9] 10 Oh, Nathaniel, It's On! January
26, 2018 0.2/1 0.68[10] 11 Nathaniel and I are just friends! February 2, 2018 0.2/1 0.62[11] 12 Trent?! February 9, 2018 0.2/1 0.60[13] 13 Nathaniel is irrelevant. February 16, 2018 0.2/1 0.60[14] Note ^ Rodriguez plays Colin Crowley in the first episode of the season. References ^ a b Welch, Alex (16
October 2017). Hell's Kitchen, 'MacGyver', 'Once Upon a Time' &amp; more remains unchanged: Friday's final rating.' TV numbers. Archived from the original on October 17, 2017. October 16, 2017. ^ a b Porter, Rick (October 23, 2017). 'Jane the Virgin', 'Hawaii Five-0', all the others unchanged: Friday's
final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on October 24, 2017. October 23, 2017. ^ a b Porter, Rick (October 30, 2017). 'MacGyver', 'Jane Virgo' and World Series adjust: Friday's final rating'. TV numbers. Archived from the original on November 2, 2017. October 30, 2017. ^ a b Porter, Rick
(November 6, 2017). 'Hawaii Five-0', 'Once Upon a Time' and others unchanged: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on November 7, 2017. November 6, 2017. ^ a b Porter, Rick (November 13, 2017). 'Hawaii Five-0', 'Hell's Kitchen', everything else unchanged: Friday's final rating.
TV numbers. Archived from the original on November 14, 2017. November 13, 2017. ^ a b Porter, Rick (November 20, 2017). Hell's Kitchen, MacGyver and all the others unchanged: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on November 21, 2017. November 20, 2017. ^ a b Porter,
Rick (December 11, 2017). 'Blue Bloods' adjusts down: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on December 12, 2017. December 11, 2017. ^ a b Porter, Rick (January 8, 2018). 'Child Support', 'MacGyver', anything else stable: Friday's final rating. TV Numbers. Archived from the
original on January 8, 2018. January 8, 2018. ^ a b Porter, Rick (January 16, 2018). 'Hawaii Five-0' adjusts: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on January 17, 2018. January 16, 2018. ^ a b Porter, Rick (January 29, 2018). 'Blindspot', 'Shield Agents', everyone else holds: Friday's
final ratings. TV numbers. Archived from the original on January 30, 2018. January 29, 2018. ^ a b Porter, Rick (February 5, 2018). 'Hell's Kitchen' final, 'Jane the Virgin,' all the others hold: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on February 6, 2018. February 5, 2018. ^ Uncensored
version as Fuckton of Cats ^ a b Porter, Rick (February 12, 2018). The opening ceremony of the Olympic Games is adjusted: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on February 13, 2018. February 12, 2018. ^ a b Porter, Rick (February 20, 2018). The Olympics adjust down, Hawaii
Five-0 rerun: Friday's final rating. TV numbers. Archived from the original on February 21, 2018. February 20, 2018. ^ Andreeva, Nellie. CW renews all 7 fall series, including 'Supergirl' &amp; 'Supernatural' – TCA. Deadline Hollywood. February 23, 2018. ^ Calvario, Liz (April 6, 2017). 'Crazy Ex-girlfriend':
Scott Michael Foster has grown to the regular series for season 3. Deadline Hollywood. ^ Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Cast - Albums. Apple Music. March 4, 2018. ^ @racheldoessstuff (27 July 2018). record deal elsewhere (Tweet) - via Twitter. ^ Crazy Ex-Girlfriend' Season 3 Soundtrack Released. Film music
reporter. July 19, 2018. July 28, 2018. ^ Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: Season 3 (2017-2018). Bad tomatoes. Fandango. August 6, 2018. Taken from
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